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October 28,2021
Senate Committee on Government Operations, Legal Review and Consumer Protection

Assembly Committee on State Affairs 
Testimony on Senate Bill 621 and Assembly Bill 624

Chairman Swearingen and Stroebel, and members of the Joint Committee,

Thank you for the opportunity to testify in support of SB621 and AB624, bills to amend existing 
Legislative districts to reflect 2020 census data.

Every ten years, following the release of data from the U.S. Census Bureau, Wisconsin's Legislature is 
charged with redrawing legislative district boundaries in order to balance population. To be clear, it is 
the duty of the state Legislature, as laid out in our state constitution, to "apportion and district anew the 
members of the Senate and Assembly..." It is not the duty of appointed commissions or the executive 
branch.

The Legislative redistricting process began by providing Democrats and Republicans in both houses with 
equal access to redistricting equipment and resources. Republican Legislative employees crafted these 
maps within the confines of the state capitol and completed this work on their own without the 
involvement of outside counsel or redistricting experts. These employees were instructed not to 
consider race when drafting the legislative maps, instead, relying on classic redistricting principles, 
adjusting for population changes.

To ensure adherence to classic redistricting principles and reaffirm their importance, the Legislature 
passed Senate Joint Resolution 63. The resolution furthers transparency in the process by informing the 
public of the criteria being considered. Briefly, the resolution requires that districts:

1. comply with state and federal law
2. have equal population
3. retain the core of existing districts
4. are compact
5. are contiguous
6. maintain communities of interest
7. avoid municipal splits
8. promote continuity of representation by avoiding incumbent pairing
9. follow natural and manufactured boundaries

Our goal from start to finish was to produce a "least-changes" map that prioritized core retention while 
adjusting for population change. The strength of this proposal is a result of strict adherence to the 
governing principles included in our resolution, along with significant public input.
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The 2021 redistricting process has been open, transparent, and has invited broad public input. On 
August 1, the Legislature launched our Draw Your District Wisconsin website allowing Wisconsinites to 
provide input on the 2021 redistricting process in an easy and efficient way. We asked all members of 
the Legislature, both Republican and Democrat, to promote this website and public participation in the 
process. This is the first time in state history the public has been able to submit maps directly to the 
Legislature for consideration. We also sent a letter to Governor Evers' hand-picked 'People's Maps 
Commission' asking for their participation.

The amount of public feedback received exceeded expectations. Those who participated were able to 
create statewide and regional versions of Legislative or Congressional maps. Members of the public 
were also able to identify communities of interest throughout the state.

Overall, we received 401 total submissions through the draw your district website. There were 53 
statewide entries, 46 regional entries, and over 300 communities of interest identified. This was an 
incredible amount of feedback, and although there are too many to discuss today, we would like to 
highlight some common themes incorporated in the map you see before you:

• Milwaukee North Shore Communities - Each submission defined this community of interest 
with slight differences but most included Whitefish Bay, Bayside, Fox Point, and River Hills. 
Other submissions occasionally included Brown Deer, Glendale and Shorewood.

• The City of Brookfield, Town of Brookfield, and City of New Berlin - Linder the existing map, 
these municipalities are split between Assembly and Senate districts. Our proposal before you 
today would keep these municipalities whole as was done in many community of interest and 
map submissions.

• Menominee Reservation and Neighboring Townships - Bartelme and Red Springs Townships are 
adjacent to the Menominee Reservation but include tribal land. Previously, these townships 
were located in separate Assembly and Senate districts. Our proposal ensures all these tribal 
lands are incorporated into the same district.

• The Villages of Deforest and Windsor - Public input notes that these two municipalities are a 
community of interest. Under the previous map, three Assembly districts shared these areas. 
Our proposal reduces the number of splits to two as was done in multiple map submissions.

Throughout the process, we have continued to track public submissions and have incorporated them 
into our proposal when possible while also adhering to the redistricting principles laid out in our joint 
resolution. To further our commitment to transparency our draft maps were released to the public well 
in advance of today's hearing, allowing citizens adequate time to review our work.

I mentioned earlier in my testimony our commitment to traditional redistricting principles. The map 
being presented today scores well on these metrics and improves on past maps in several key areas:
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Population Deviation is the metric used to measure the overall difference in population from the largest 
district to the smallest. For example, a map with the largest district being 3% above the ideal population 
and the smallest being 2% below the ideal population would have a total deviation of 5%. A deviation 
below 1% overall has been considered in the past to be very desirable and this map ensures we are well 
below that mark. The Legislature's proposal has an overall range of population deviation of .76% for the 
Assembly map and .57% for the Senate map. This is the same deviation as was approved in Act 43 for 
the Assembly and is better than the 2002 court-approved map. The Senate map has a lower deviation 
than both Act 43 and the 2002 court-approved map.

Counties and Municipalities are a defined community of interest - the fewer county and municipal splits, 
the better. While it is not currently possible to completely eliminate county and municipal splits, the 
new maps are an improvement when compared to recently approved maps. The Assembly map splits 53 
counties and 48 municipalities for a total of 101 overall splits while the Senate map splits 42 counties 
and 28 municipalities for a total of 70.

Core retention calculates the percentage of individuals in a district who are represented by the same 
individual under this map as under our existing map. Continuity of representation or core retention is a 
long-time redistricting principle. Not only does prioritizing this metric maintain existing relationships 
between incumbents and constituents, it also helps to ensure that contests between incumbents are 
avoided. Due to significant population changes in southeast and south central Wisconsin, this was 
difficult to achieve. Several districts in the Milwaukee area needed to grow significantly as they had lost 
population over the decade while the reverse was true in Dane County. Under this proposal, the average 
core retention for Assembly districts is 84 percent and 92 percent for Senate districts. Our proposal 
scores better on this metric than both Act 43 and the 2002 U.S. Court maps.

Limiting incumbent pairs ensures accountability and continuity of representation. Under our map, six 
representatives and zero senators were paired. This is well below Act 43. No Assembly or Senate 
Democrats have been paired under the proposed map.

These metrics show that the map before you today is a fair and legal map. Statewide election results 
point to the fact that both Democrats and Republicans can achieve a majority in the state Assembly. 
Under both the enacted map and the proposed map, former Governor Walker and Senator Tammy 
Baldwin would each win a majority of Assembly districts in their respective elections. In fact, former 
Governor Walker would win fewer Assembly seats under this map than the enacted map.

This information reveals a common trend here in Wisconsin. Candidates determine who is successful in 
our elections, not simply the partisan makeup of a district. Under our proposed map, Senator Baldwin 
carried sixteen Assembly districts also won by a Republican. Sixteen. The same is true under the current 
map where Senator Baldwin took the majority in seventeen Assembly seats also won by an Assembly 
Republican. If Legislative Democrats were able to find candidates able to win even a portion of these 
seats, they would have a majority in the state Assembly under both the current map and our proposal.
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The drawing of legislative boundaries is a legislative duty. The People's Maps Commission is an attempt 
by Governor Evers to circumvent the constitutional duty of the Legislature for political gain under the 
guise of partisan fairness. When Governor Evers announced the formation of his People's Maps 
Commission, he laid out a list of traditional redistricting criteria similar to the resolution passed by the 
Legislature. These criteria were later incorporated by the commission to guide their process. As you will 
see, the draft maps released prioritize partisanship over traditional map-making criteria.

As a brief disclaimer, the draft maps released by the commission contained inconsistent district 
numbering making our analysis difficult. The following figures are our best attempt to interpret the work 
done by the commission.

• The population deviation in the commission's Assembly maps was at least three times as large 
as the population deviation in our proposal.

• Even though the commission ranked limiting county and municipal splits as a top priority, they 
failed in comparison to both the current map and the proposal before you today. Both draft 
maps contain nearly 50 more total splits than the Legislature's map.

• A quick analysis of the Governor's maps would conclude core retention was completely ignored. 
Each map paired over 40 incumbent representatives compared to six under our proposal. A core 
retention score was nearly impossible to calculate due to inconsistent district numbering, but 
will be considerably worse as the commission did not prioritize a least changes map.

Finally, while difficult to quantify, both the Legislature and the People's Maps Commission claimed to 
prioritize communities of interest, however, the following examples illustrate how the Governor's hand
picked commission misses the mark:

• Many Wisconsinites would agree that Madison's isthmus is one of the most well-known and 
identifiable communities of interest in the state. However, the commission split this community 
in half just blocks from the capitol square.

• When drawing a map, there is no doubt that municipal splits are unavoidable, especially with 
heavily populated cities. But, the Governor's commission split a city of fewer than 3,000 people 
three times. Any Wisconsinite you ask would be able to identify that city by its popular moniker 
"The Waterpark Capital of the World". With visitors from as far away as Massachusetts, you'd 
think a commission hand-picked by the Governor would be able to identify this popular tourist 
destination as a community of interest.

• In clear partisan fashion, the Governor's non-partisan commission drew a district that reaches 
from Lake Mills in Jefferson County to the shores of Lake Monona in Madison. This district 
ignores multiple traditional principles in the name of partisan gain.

These examples make it clear that partisanship was first and foremost on the commission's mind. 
Traditional criteria were only considered when it was politically expedient.
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The map before you today is a fair map that scores well on traditional redistricting criteria. Our proposal 
maintains core constituencies, avoids significant incumbent pairs, has exceptionally low population 
deviation, and drives down municipal splits. We accomplish all of this despite significant population 
shifts in Milwaukee and Dane counties. This success is attributable to ourfirst-of-its-kind, transparent 
approach that emphasized the public's role in the map drawing process.

We are happy to answer any questions.
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TO: Majority Leader Devin LeMahieu and Speaker Robin Vos

FROM: Legislative Reference Bureau

DATE: October 20, 2021

SUBJECT: LRB-5017/1 and LRB-5071/1 State Legislative Data

You requested information related to LRB-5017/1 and LRB-5071/1 on state legislative 
redistricting. Specifically, you asked for data on the bill’s population deviation, core retention, 
disenfranchised population, compactness, split geographies, and incumbent pairings.

The data provided in this memo is derived from the Legislative Technology Services Bureau’s 
WISE-District Application unless otherwise stated.

Population deviation

Ideal population represents the target population for each legislative district in a redistricting 
plan. This figure is calculated by dividing the total population of the state by the number of 
legislative districts. According to the 2020 U.S. Census, Wisconsin’s total population is 
5,893,718. Because Wisconsin has 33 senate districts and 99 assembly districts, the ideal 
population for each senate district is 178,598 and the ideal population for each assembly district 
is 59,533.

The following table presents deviation scores for legislative districts. Courts will presume that a 
state legislative plan is constitutional if it has an overall range in deviation of 10 percent or less.1

Assembly

Deviation from Ideal Population Persons Percent
Mean Deviation 112 0.19
Largest Positive Deviation 231 0.39
Largest Negative Deviation -221 -0.37
Overall Range in Deviation ±452 ±0.76

1 Brown v. Thomson. 462 U.S. 835, 842-3 (1983).
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Senate

Deviation from Ideal Population Persons Percent
Mean Deviation 175 0.10
Largest Positive Deviation 520 0.29
Largest Negative Deviation -506 -0.28
Overall Range in Deviation ±1,026 ±0.57

Core retention

The average core retention rate for assembly districts is 84.16 percent and the average core retention 
rate for senate districts is 92.21 percent.

Disenfranchisement

138,753 voters from odd-numbered senate districts were moved to even-numbered senate districts. 
These voters, had they not been moved, would have voted in a state senate election at the 2022 
general election, but will now not have the opportunity to vote in a state senate election until the 
2024 general election. This movement from one district to another involved 14 senate districts.

Compactness

Compactness, in the redistricting context, refers to the “tightness” of a district’s geometric shape. 
Compactness is measured by comparing a district to the shape of a perfect circle, but no district 
is expected to be perfectly compact. The two most common mathematical models to measure 
compactness are the Reock Degree of Compactness Score and the Polsby-Popper Test. A 
perfectly compact district would have a compactness score of 1.0 under either model.

The Reock Degree of Compactness Score is calculated by dividing the area of the voting district 
by the area of the smallest circle that would completely enclose it.

The Polsby-Popper Test is calculated by dividing the area of a circle with the same perimeter as 
the district by the square of the perimeter of the district.

Assembly Reock Degree of 
Compactness Score

Polsby-Popper Test

Mean 0.363 0.234
Maximum 0.688 0.603
Minimum 0.152 0.048

Senate Reock Degree of 
Compactness Score

Polsby-Popper Test

Mean 0.374 0.216
Maximum 0.647 0.409
Minimum 0.129 0.046
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Split geographies

The assembly map splits 53 counties and 48 municipalities, while the senate map splits 42 
counties and 28 municipalities.

According to the Department of Administration’s Demographic Services Center, there are 57 
municipalities that are split between two or more counties.2 Therefore, the data on split 
geographies may reflect the overall number of municipal splits rather than an indicator of a 
district not drawn according to traditional redistricting principles.

Incumbent pairings

Under LRB-5017/1 and LRB-5071/1, there are three incumbent pairings in the assembly and 
none in the senate.

LRB-5017/1 and 
LRB-5071/1 District

Current Elected 
District Name Party

Assembly District 15 Assembly District 15 Rep. Joe Sanfelippo Republican
Assembly District 84 Rep. Mike Kuglitsch Republican

Assembly District 82 Assembly District 82 Rep. Ken Skowronski Republican
Assembly District 83 Rep. Chuck Wichgers Republican

Assembly District 93 Assembly District 30 Rep. Shannon Zimmerman Republican
Assembly District 93 Rep. Warren Petryk Republican

We hope you find this information useful. Please let us know if you have any questions or if we 
can provide any additional assistance.

2 “Population and Housing Unit Estimates - Minor Civil Division Final Population Estimates.” Department of 
Administration, Demographic Services Center, accessed October 19, 2021, https://doa.wi.gov/pages/home.aspx.
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Written Testimony From Congressmen Glenn Grothman, Mike Gallagher, 
Bryan Steil, Tom Tiffany, and Scott Fitzgerald To The Senate Committee On 
Government Operations, Legal Review, And Consumer Protection, And The 

Assembly Committee On State Affairs, In Support Of SB 622/AB 625, An Act To 
Repeal And Recreate Sections 3.11 to 3.18 Of The Wisconsin Statutes, Relating To

Congressional Redistricting

Dear Senator Stroebel and Representative Swearingen:

We thank you for the opportunity to submit this written testimony to your 

Committees in support of SB622/AB625. We also wish to thank each member of your 

Committees and the authors of this proposal for working to address the population 

imbalance among Wisconsin’s congressional districts, as determined by the 2020 U.S. 

Census.

As members of the Wisconsin congressional delegation, we wish to express our 

support for the proposed map before you today. Importantly, the proposed map 

addresses the population imbalance among congressional districts working from the 

2010 court-approved maps, while making the least changes necessary to achieve 

population equality. The clear goal of the proposed map is to maintain continuity 

with Wisconsin’s existing congressional districts map, adjusting it as needed to 

equally apportion the State after the 2020 Census.

Wisconsin’s existing map reflects a bipartisan process, after Republicans 

consulted with their Democratic colleagues and worked to incorporate their feedback 

in the map passed 10 years ago. See Baldus v. Members of Wis. Gov’t Accountability 

Bd., 849 F. Supp. 2d 840, 854 (E.D. Wis. 2012). This map has served the people of 

Wisconsin well for the last decade and has withstood any political and legal 

challenges thrown at it. By building off of this already approved map, we can reduce



disruptions for constituents, and we are confident that the proposed map before you 

will likewise serve our State well.

We wish to highlight a few of the limited changes that the proposed map makes 

to Wisconsin’s existing congressional districts, given the 2020 Census, to reapportion 

the State. Largely, the modifications are driven by two factors, rapid population 

growth in the Second Congressional District, which causes a need for that district to 

contract in size, and a reduction in population in the Fourth Congressional District, 

creating a need for that district to expand in size.

Beginning with the First District, the proposed map makes only a single 

change to reach equal reapportionment, adjusting its western boundary with the 

overpopulated Second District only to the extent needed to reach equal population. 

Moving to the Second District, the map shifts its boundary with the Third District to 

reach an equal population. As population changes demanded that the Third District 

move south and into the previous Second District, the proposed map reaches an equal 

population by adjusting its boundaries in the two most logical places—the most 

northern and eastern extremities—and by removing the multiple county splits in its 

middle. Finally, the proposed map’s changes to the Fourth, Fifth, Sixth, Seventh, 

and Eighth Districts are similarly limited and targeted only to equalizing population 

among the districts.

Whenever possible, and consistent with the least changes necessary approach, 

considerable effort was made to eliminate or avoid municipal and county splits and 

to ensure compactness and maintenance of communities of interest. We believe that
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this proposed map is not only consistent with the currently existing map, but also 

that it is highly consistent with historical congressional maps from Wisconsin. Any 

visual review of the map will clearly show that it meets the “eyeball” test.

To conclude, we respectfully request your support for SB622/AB625 as the 

proposed map makes the least changes necessary to accommodate population shifts 

reflected in the 2020 Census. This resulted in a reapportionment for Wisconsin that 

creates congressional districts that are equally populated, as the Constitution 

requires, while limiting the number of county and municipal splits.

We thank you for the opportunity to present our written testimony to your 

Committees.

Dated October 28, 2021

Respectfully submitted,

Congressman Glenn Grothman 
Representative From Wisconsin’s Sixth 
Congressional District

Congressman Mike Gallagher 
Representative From Wisconsin’s Eighth 
Congressional District

Congressman Bryan Steil 
Representative From Wisconsin’s First 
Congressional District

Congressman Tom Tiffany 
Representative From Wisconsin’s Seventh 
Congressional District

Congressman Scott Fitzgerald 
Representative From Wisconsin’s Fifth 
Congressional District
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